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A transcultural Europe of global civil rights
Markus Auditor
The worldwide transformation processes of life forms with their underlying values andnorms, coming from the most diverse socio-cultural and historical origins, takes place in awide, circular and ambiguous field of tension between the local, the global and beyonddemarcations such as Europe-non-Europe or West-non-West. Fernando Ortiz (2002: 254 ff.)referred to such processes as “transculturación” as early as the 1940s. By this he means “thedifferent phases of the process of transition from one culture to another because this doesnot consist merely in acquiring another culture, which is what the English word accumulationreally implies, but the process also necessarily involves the loss or uprooting of a previousculture, which could be defined as a deculturation. In addition it caries the idea of theconsequent creation of new cultural phenomena, which could be called neoculturation”(ibid. 1995: 102 f.). In the Spanish-speaking world, “transculturación” still describesinterdependent socio-economic and socio-cultural transformation processes (cf. Hildebrandt2005: 347), which can be understood as a Latin American critique of unidirectional“acculturation” (cf. Santí 2002: 81 ff.).
Since the 1990s, Wolfgang Welsch also advocates for a transcultural understanding ofculture as a critique of the concepts of “interculturality” and “multiculturality” (cf. Welsch2005: 319. f.). The global cultural networking and the hybridization "from intellectual toeveryday activities" would have led to the fact that there are no clearly defined national andregional cultures anymore (ibid.: 323 ff.). However, this also means that “the sharpness ofdistinction between one’s own culture and the culture of another” has been lost (ibid.: 325).As a result, we would become more and more “cultural hybrids” (ibid.: 326), which wouldresult in the urgency of “breaking the brackets on civic identity and personal-culturalidentity” (ibid.: 328). This is all the more true since in these global processes of changecontinuously interdependent dynamics of differences and diversity as well as power andinequalities arise. In Europe, too, marginalized people in particular often bump against thelimits of political and economic power and social affiliation in their search for cultural self-discovery and development.
On the way to a forward-looking European unity, it is therefore necessary first and foremostto say goodbye to the old, exclusive cultural ideas of clearly defined, homogeneous nationaland regional cultures. Secondly, the mistake of replacing the myth of national leadingcultures with the myth of a European identity or the mistake of wanting to form a Europeanoverarching cultural regionalism with a pan-European cross-identity must be prevented.European unity can only be possible on the basis of a transcultural understanding of culture.In the sense of a “Union in Diversity”, this involves people with the most diverse culturallifestyles, i.e. it recognizes (cultural) diversity and enables inclusion (cf. Welsch 1994, p. 162and 1997: 75). In addition, transculturality "does justice to both the global and the local, theuniversalistic as well as the particularistic aspects", whereby "transcultural identities [...]have a cosmopolitan side as well as a side of decentralized affiliation" (ibid. 1997: 80). Thisrequires unconditional recognition of the diversity of cultural forms of life, not only inEurope, but also beyond its geographical and cultural-historical borders, in order to takeaccount of the mutual complementarity of social and the cultural pluralism and sharedethical and political principles that are necessary for being united in diversity. Only thisenables the individual in a world unsettled by confusion and disorientation in search
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movements that start again and again to find identity-forming home(s) on the other hand tobe able to remain open to and connect with global challenges and what is strange withinthem on the other hand. Homefinding is done through„tentative and random attachments“,„a range of ‚feelings‘ of belonging“, and „legal forms of membership“ (Wodak andKrzyzanowski 2008). Home is understood as a space of private belonging based on sharedlife practices. This can be countries, regions and cities as well as associations, peer groups ortransmigrant networks.
Instead of demanding and promoting a cultural European identity, what is needed is adecoupling of individual and collective identities and the recognition of civil, social, economicand political rights. The granting of such civil rights, which are binding for everyone, canultimately also have an inclusive character that transcends European borders, since it canconnect people in Europe with each other and at the same time with people beyond theEuropean area. This makes them to global civil rights. However, in order to minimize the riskof exclusion, global civil rights must not preempt (Western) values and norms for the entireworld population. To do this, Europe must also critically deal with its own colonialinterdependencies of the past and present in order to be able to counteract “Western” ideasof superiority. Such a rehearsal of new images of Europe and the world must begin with ahistorical description of globalization processes that goes beyond a one-sided European orWestern perspective. Ultimately, this leads to a turning away from concepts for a Europe asa Christian Occident. On the other hand, this ends the myth of Europe as the cradle ofdemocracy and human rights. For example, people of different beliefs have always lived inEurope, people from other regions have always migrated to and from other regions of theworld and slavery and extermination also emanated from Europe, just like human dignity,freedom, equality as well as the rule of law and democracy as well as solidarity were and arelived outside of Europe. Modernity is transcultural, as Navid Kermani (2009: 115 f.)emphasises.
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